Bowdoin College

Honors Day

Wednesday, May 7, 2008

Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall
**ENTRANCE MUSIC**

“May Breezes” from *Songs without Words*, op. 62, No. 1 by Felix Mendelssohn

“Fable” from *Fantasiestücke*, op. 12 by Robert Schumann

Andrea Gwyneth Lee Printy ’08

**WELCOME**

Barry Mills, President of the College

**HONORS DAY ADDRESS**

“From ‘Liberal Professions’ to ‘Lucrative Professions’: The Civic Functions of Higher Education in America”

Charles Dorn
Assistant Professor of Education

**PRESENTATION OF AWARDS**

Cristle Collins Judd, Dean for Academic Affairs

Sydney B. Karofsky Award for Junior Faculty

Recognition of Phi Beta Kappa Scholars

National Awards

**INTERLUDE**

“Danza de la moza donosa” from *Danzas Argentinas*, op. 2 by Alberto Ginastera

Robert James Hao Zhang-Smithram ’11

**PRESENTATION OF DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES**

Academic Department and Program Chairs
PRESENTATION OF EXTRACURRICULAR AWARDS
Timothy W. Foster, Dean of Student Affairs
Michael Woodruff, Director of the Outing Club

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
President Mills
Commencement Awards
Prizes in General Scholarship
Leadership Awards

CLOSING REMARKS
President Mills

SINGING OF THE ALMA MATER*
“Raise Songs to Bowdoin”
Nicholas Anthony Kasprak ’08
*Please stand and join in singing “Raise Songs to Bowdoin.”
The words are on the back of this program.

POSTLUDE
“Mit Lebhaftigkeit und durchaus mit Empfindung und Ausdruck”
from Piano Sonata No. 27 in E Minor, op. 90 by Ludwig van Beethoven
Nicholas Anthony Kasprak ’08

SINGERS
Ka Chun Ho ’11
Brian Gregory Lohotsky ’11
Anna Titherington Nutter ’11
Hannah Marie Stokes ’11

The Bowdoin shield on the cover of this program is derived from the coat of arms of the Bowdoin family. Uses of the design and motto date from at least 1755, by the family of Pierre Baudouin; from before 1811, as James Bowdoin III’s bookplate; and since 1894 in Bowdoin publications. The motto, Ut aquila versus coelum, may be translated, “As an eagle [soaring] toward the heavens.”
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Cristle Collins Judd, Dean for Academic Affairs

SYDNEY B. KAROFSKY PRIZE FOR JUNIOR FACULTY
Michael J. Kolster, Assistant Professor of Art
This prize, given by members of the Karofsky family, is to be awarded annually by the dean for academic affairs, in consultation with the Appointments, Promotion, and Tenure Committee on the basis of student evaluations of teaching, to an outstanding Bowdoin teacher who “best demonstrates the ability to impart knowledge, inspire enthusiasm, and stimulate intellectual curiosity.” The prize is given to a member of the faculty who has taught at the College for at least two years.

PHI BETA KAPPA
From the Graduating Class
The Phi Beta Kappa Society, national honorary fraternity for recognition and promotion of scholarship, was founded at the College of William and Mary in 1776. The Bowdoin Chapter (Alpha of Maine), the sixth in order of establishment, was founded in 1825. Election is based primarily on scholarly achievement, and consideration is given to the student’s entire college record. The number of students elected each year does not normally exceed ten percent of the number graduating in May. Students elected to Phi Beta Kappa are expected to be persons of integrity and good moral character.

Amy Ahearn
Cassandra Elizabeth Benkwitt
Anna Erwin Booth
Caroline Rebecca McIver Currie
Ryan Allyn Devenyi
Jonathan David Freedman
Philip Wesley Gates
Rebecca Rachel Genauer
James Martin Harris
Kristen Elizabeth Huber
Jennifer Kristen Kennedy
Ekaphan Kraichak
Lincoln Joseph Pac
Rachel Rapp
Anne Genevieve Riley
Zachary John Roberts
Jacob Sam Stevens
Naomi Leah Sturm
Fei Tan
Megan Rocchio Waterman
Yi Zhuang
National Awards

Diplomatic and Consular Officers, Retired (DACOR) Bacon House Foundation Fellowship

Anna Marie Remillard ’08

The DACOR Bacon House Foundation was established for the purpose of contributing to the development of mutual international understanding and the strengthening of ties between the people of the United States and other nations. To this end it pursues programs of a public and educational nature to enhance awareness and to foster leadership in international affairs. Each year DACOR offers graduate fellowships for study toward a master’s degree in international relations. The fellowships are for U.S. citizens, and the winners can use the fellowship for study at any accredited graduate school in the United States.

Fulbright Awards

Teaching Awards: Amy Ahearn ’08 (Malaysia), Lana Caitlin Mathis ’08 (Austria), Grace Park ’08 (South Korea), Courtney Reichert ’06 (Austria)

Research Award: Andrew George Steltzer ’08 (Japan)

Fulbright Awards provide funding for study or teaching abroad for one year to promote cross-cultural interaction and increase mutual understanding on a person-to-person basis between people of the United States and other countries through educational and cultural exchange. Proposals are evaluated based upon the extent to which the candidate and the project might help advance the program’s aim.

Thomas J. Watson Fellowship

Steven Curtis Holleran ’08

The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship Program was created in 1968 by the children of Thomas J. Watson Sr., the founder of IBM Corporation, and his wife, Jeannette K. Watson, to honor their parents’ long-standing interest in education and world affairs and to give college graduates of unusual promise the freedom to engage in a year of independent study and travel abroad following their graduation. Watson Fellows are chosen on the basis of demonstrated integrity, imagination, strong ethical character, intelligence, the capacity for vision and leadership, the promise of creative achievement and excellence within a chosen field, and the potential for humane and effective participation in the world community.
PRESENTATION OF DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES
Academic Department and Program Chairs

Africana Studies

Lennox Book Prize
Kai Perry Parker '08
Through a fund established by the Lennox Foundation and Jeffrey C. Norris '86, an appropriate book is awarded to a student graduating in Africana Studies.

Art History

Anne Bartlett Lewis Memorial Prize in Art History
Alice Isabella Ciobanu '08
Established by the family of Anne Bartlett Lewis, this prize is given for demonstrated excellence in art history.

Art History Senior-Year Prize
Timothy John Bourassa '08

Art History Junior-Year Prize
Jessica Haymon Gorlov '09, Alexa Jaye Schwartz '09
These prizes, established by a donor who wished to remain anonymous, are given respectively to graduating seniors and to juniors who have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history.

Visual Arts

Anne Bartlett Lewis Memorial Prize in Visual Arts
Lyndsey Tyler Colburn '08, Avery Forbes '08
Established by the family of Anne Bartlett Lewis, this prize is given for demonstrated excellence in creative visual arts.

Richard P. Martel Jr. Memorial Prize
Jonathan Daly Ragins '08, Joanna Marie Galias Sese '08
This prize is awarded to those students who, in the judgment of the visual arts faculty, are deemed to have produced the most creative, perceptive, proficient, and visually appealing art works exhibited at the College during the academic year.

Biochemistry

John L. Howland Book Award in Biochemistry
Maria Beth Koenigs '09
The John L. Howland Book Award in Biochemistry is given each year to a student who has achieved academic and general excellence in the biochemistry program at the end of the junior year. The award is in honor of John L. Howland, a member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1963 to 2002 and the Josiah Little Professor of Natural Sciences and professor of biology and biochemistry, who founded the Biochemistry Program at Bowdoin in 1971.
Biology

Copeland-Gross Biology Prize
Jacqueline Ann Brosnan ’08, Lincoln Joseph Pac ’08
*In honor of Manton Copeland and Alfred Otto Gross, this book prize is presented to the graduating senior who has best exemplified the idea of a liberal education during the major program in biology.*

Donald and Harriet S. Macomber Prize in Biology
Ryan Allyn Devenyi ’08, Samuel Schwartz Minot ’08
*This prize is awarded annually to one or more outstanding students in the Department of Biology.*

James Malcolm Moulton Prize in Biology
Tanya Todorova Todorova ’09
*This book prize, established in honor of James Malcolm Moulton, is awarded annually to an outstanding junior majoring in biology, as judged by scholarship and interest.*

Chemistry

ACS Award in Analytical Chemistry
Mark Hunnewell Newman ’09
*This prize, given by the American Chemical Society, is awarded to a sophomore or junior in recognition of outstanding work in chemistry.*

Hypercube Award
Jason Ansen Iskarpatyoti ’09
*This award acknowledges promising undergraduates who are going on to research or teaching careers in chemistry.*

Kamerling Laboratory Award
Brian Ward Powers ’10
*This award is given to one or more students for truly exceptional work in Organic Chemistry 225-226.*

Merck Index Award
Michael Joseph Ardolino ’08
*This prize recognizes the truly exceptional work of a senior who is going on in chemistry or medicine.*

Philip Weston Meserve Prize in Chemistry
Lindsay Gayle Heuser ’09
*This prize recognizes the excellent work of a junior who shows promise for the future.*

William Campbell Root Award
Alex Geoffrey Peroff ’08
*This prize recognizes senior chemistry majors who have provided service and support to chemistry at Bowdoin beyond the normal academic program.*

U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Freshman Award
Teresa Ann Arey ’11, Alicia Michelle Satterly ’10
*This award is given to first-year students for superior academic work in chemistry.*
U.S. Chemical Rubber Company Laboratory Award
Oronde Malik Cruger ’11, Sarah Thompson Dale ’11
This award is given to first-year students for outstanding quality of laboratory work in chemistry.

Classics

Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prize
Elizabeth Bryant Gillespie ’09
This prize is awarded to a member of the junior or senior class for proficiency in Latin.

J. B. Sewall Greek Prize
Samantha Danielle Waxman ’10
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Greek.

J. B. Sewall Latin Prize
William Wright Hameline ’10
This prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Latin.

Computer Science

Computer Science Senior-Year Prize
Yi Zhuang ’08
This prize is awarded to a senior or seniors judged by the Department of Computer Science to have achieved the highest distinction in the major program in computer science.

Economics

Paul H. Douglas Prize
Archibald Kenyon Abrams ’09, Crosby P. C. Cook ’09, Sarah Griffin Landrum ’09, Kerry Ann Persen ’09, Kelsey Wilson Read ’09
This prize recognizes juniors who show outstanding promise in scholarship in economics. The prize is named for Paul H. Douglas of the Class of 1913, a respected labor economist and United States senator.

Education

Maine Teacher Certification
Nicole Michaela Borunda ’08, Samuel Joseph Kamin ’08, Kelsey Ann Killmon ’08, Margo Ellis Linton ’08
These students have completed the requirements for Maine teacher certification.

English

Academy of American Poets Prize
William Johnstone Cogswell ’11
This national prize is awarded by the Academy of American Poets for best poems or groups of poems.
Philip Henry Brown Prize
Jared Thomas Hunt ’08
Honorable Mention: Travis Andrew Dagenais ’08
Two prizes from the annual income of a fund established by Philip Greely Brown 1877, A.M. 1892, in memory of Philip Henry Brown 1851, A.M. 1854, may be offered to members of the senior class for excellence in extemporaneous English composition.

Hawthorne Prize
Rachel Hermans Goldman ’10
This prize is awarded each year to the author of the best short story.

Nathalie Walker Llewellyn Poetry Prize
Gemma Louisa Leghorn ’10, Carl Justin Moon ’08
This prize is awarded to the student who submitted the best work of original poetry.

Non-Fiction Prize
Stephen Michael Kolowich ’08, Hannah Marie Larson ’10
This prize, established in 2008, is awarded for the best work of creative non-fiction.

Forbes Rickard Jr. Memorial Poetry Prize
Edward Stevens Gottfried ’11, Elissa LeMieux Rodman ’10
A prize given by a group of alumni of the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity in memory of Forbes Rickard Jr., Class of 1917, who lost his life in the service of his country, is awarded to the undergraduate writing the best poem.

David Sewall Premium
Sean Nicholas Campos ’11, Alexander Michael Streim ’11
This prize is awarded to a member of the first-year class for excellence in English composition.

Mary B. Sinkinson Short Story Prize
Benjamin Evan Rachlin ’08
This prize, established by John Judson Sinkinson of the Class of 1902 in memory of his wife, Mary Burnett Sinkinson, is awarded each year for the best short story written by a member of the junior or senior class.

Bertram Louis Smith Jr. Prize
Caitlin May Hylan ’09
This prize was established by his father in memory of Bertram Louis Smith Jr. of the Class of 1903, to encourage excellence of work in English literature and is awarded by the department to a member of the junior class who has completed two years’ work in English literature.

Environmental Studies
Academic Award in Environmental Studies
Cassandra Elizabeth Benkwitt ’08, Alison Claire Driver ’08, John Wesley Masland III ’08
This prize is awarded to graduating seniors who have achieved outstanding academic distinction in the completion of the environmental studies coordinate major.
Community Service Award in Environmental Studies
Bennett Hadley Haynes ’08
This prize is awarded to graduating students majoring in environmental studies who have demonstrated exemplary service to the College and the broader community.

Geology

Geology Book Award
Caitlin Chien Clerkin ’11, Rachel Katherine Eveleth ’11, Christopher Alan Necchi ’10
This award is given annually to one first- or second-year student from each of the introductory geology courses for exceptional class performance, including creative contributions to the class project.

German

Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German
Johanna Hope Clarke ’11, Jared Thomas Hunt ’08, Lincoln Joseph Pac ’08
The Old Broad Bay Prize in Reading German was established by Jasper J. Stahl 1909, Lit.D. 1960, and others as a living memorial to the men and women from the valley of the Rhine who in the eighteenth century founded the first German settlement in Maine at Broad Bay, now Waldoboro.
The prize is awarded to students who have profited especially from their instruction in German.

Government and Legal Studies

Jefferson Davis Award
Jordan Lancaster Fliegel ’08
This prize was established with a gift by the Daughters of the Confederacy and is awarded to the student excelling in constitutional law or government.

Latin American Studies

Latin American Studies Prize
Cassia Paigen Roth ’08, Naomi Leah Sturm ’08
This prize is awarded to a graduating Latin American studies major who, in the judgment of the Latin American Studies Committee, has achieved academic distinction and has contributed to an understanding of the region.

Mathematics

Smyth Mathematical Prize
Seth Isaac Glickman ’10, Susanna Ruth Kimport ’09, Asa Benjamin Palley ’08
Established by Henry Jewett Furber 1861 in honor of Professor William Smyth, this prize is awarded to the student in the sophomore class who obtains the highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. Recipients are selected at the end of their sophomore year and continue to receive the awards as juniors and seniors.
Music
Sue Winchell Burnett Music Prize
Nicholas Anthony Kasprak '08
Established by Rebecca P. Bradley in memory of Sue Winchell Burnett, this prize is awarded to the member of the senior class who has majored in music and has made the most significant contribution to music while a student at Bowdoin.

Natural Sciences
Sumner Increase Kimball Prize
Ekaphan Kraichak '08 (Biology), Keith Matera '08 (Physics)
This prize is awarded annually to those members of the senior class who have shown the most ability and originality in fields of the natural sciences.

Neuroscience
Munno Neuroscience Prize
Jacob Sam Stevens '08
Established by David W. Munno '99, the Munno Neuroscience Prize is awarded for excellence in research by a student majoring in neuroscience.

Physics
Edwin Herbert Hall Prize in Physics
Michael James Eldridge '10, Jason David Immerman '10
The annual income of this fund, named in honor of Edwin Herbert Hall 1875, A.M. 1878, LL.D. 1905, the discoverer of the Hall effect, is awarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field of physics.

Noel C. Little Prize in Experimental Physics
Ryan Michael Hart '08, Alexia Rachel Lewis '08
This prize, named in honor of Noel C. Little '17, Sc.D. '67, professor of physics and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science, is awarded to a graduating senior who has distinguished himself in experimental physics.

Religion
Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize
Sarah Lord '10, Hannah Kay Scheidt '10
The income of a fund established by Edgar Oakes Achorn of the Class of 1881 is awarded as a prize for the best essay written by a member of the second- or first-year classes in Religion 101.
Lea Ruth Thumim Biblical Literature Prize
Birgitta Marie Polson ’09
Established by Carl Thumim in memory of his wife, Lea Ruth Thumim, this prize is awarded each year to the best scholar in biblical literature.

Romance Languages

Goodwin French Prize
June Kyuha Lee ’08, Sara Witt Schlotterbeck ’08
Established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin, Class of 1832, this prize is awarded to the best scholar in French.

Eaton Leith French Prize
Elizabeth Marie Kirby ’10
Established by James M. Fawcett III of the Class of 1958 in honor of Eaton Leith, professor of Romance languages, this prize is awarded to the member of the sophomore or junior class who, by proficiency and scholarship, achieves outstanding results in the study of French literature.

Philip C. Bradley Spanish Prize
Meaghan Michele Maguire ’08
Established in 1982 by classmates and friends in memory of Philip C. Bradley of the Class of 1966, this prize is awarded to outstanding students in Spanish language and literature.

Sophomore Prize in Spanish
Erica Camarena ’10, Alexandra Lane Reed ’10
This prize is awarded each year to the most promising sophomore who has declared a major in Spanish.

Russian

Russian Prize
Shelby Hannah Davies ’10, Michael North Young ’08
This prize, established in 2002 by Jane Knox-Voina, professor of Russian, is awarded to a student who has achieved distinction as a Russian or Eurasian and East European studies major.

Sociology and Anthropology

Distinguished Community Service Award
Brittany Leigh Ogden ’08
This prize is awarded by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology to the student majoring or minoring in one of those fields who demonstrates outstanding leadership in community service and in furthering the principles of social justice. The award is made possible by the department and by Sports for Hunger, an organization dedicated to organizing athletes to alleviate hunger in the United States and abroad.

Elbridge Sibley Prize
Megan Rocchio Waterman ’08
This prize, established in 1989 in honor of Elbridge Sibley by Milton M. Gordon ’39, a student of Professor Sibley, is awarded each year to that member of the senior class majoring in sociology or anthropology who has the highest mid-year general scholastic average in his or her Bowdoin class.
Theater and Dance

Bowdoin Dance Group Award
Naomi Leah Sturm ’08
This prize is awarded annually to outstanding seniors for contributions of dedicated work, good will, and talent over the course of their Bowdoin careers.

Award for Excellence in Dance Performance
Ariele Manyin Gonzalez ’08, Vanessa Taylor Palomo ’08, William Samuel Yusah ’08
This prize is awarded annually to dance students in any class whose performing skills and commitment to excellence warrant special recognition.

Abraham Goldberg Prize
Philip Wesley Gates ’08
This prize is awarded annually to those members of the senior class who have shown the most skill in the art of designing or directing plays.

Alice Merrill Mitchell Prize
Emily Catherine Goodridge ’08, William Samuel Yusah ’08
This prize, established by Wilmot Brookings Mitchell of the Class of 1890, Edward Little Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory, in memory of his wife, Alice Merrill Mitchell, is awarded annually to those members of the senior class who have shown the most skill in the art of acting.

William H. Moody ’56 Award
Anna Erwin Booth ’08, Daniel Farrell Brady ’08, Clara Emiko Cantor ’08, Caitlin Libby Edwards ’08, Eleanor Woodruff Meyer ’08, Elizabeth Wilkinson Shaw ’08, William Samuel Yusah ’08
Established in memory of Bill Moody, who for many years was the theater technician and friend of countless students, this award is presented annually to sophomores, juniors, or seniors who have made outstanding contributions to the theater through technical achievements accomplished in good humor.

George H. Quinby Award
Natalie Rose Jimenez ’11, Jennifer January Therrien ’11
Established in honor of “Pat” Quinby, for thirty-one years director of dramatics at Bowdoin College, by his former students and friends in Masque and Gown, this award is presented annually to one or more first-year members of Masque and Gown who make outstanding contributions through interest and participation in Masque and Gown productions.
PRESENCATION OF EXTRACURRICULAR AWARDS
Timothy W. Foster, Dean of Student Affairs
Michael Woodruff, Director of the Outing Club

Bowdoin Orient Prize
Gerald Joseph Cresta ’08, Nicholas Paul Day ’09, Jessica Haymon Gorlov ’09,
Brian Taylor Lockhart ’08, Joshua Jed Miller ’08, Seth Cummings Walder ’11
This prize is awarded each spring to members of the Bowdoin Orient staff who have made significant contributions
to the newspaper in the preceding volume.

Paul Andrew Walker Prize
Stephen Michael Kolowich ’08, Anne Genevieve Riley ’08
Established in honor and memory of Paul Andrew Walker of the Class of 1931 by his wife, Nathalie L. Walker,
this award honors the ability and hard work of the members of the Bowdoin Orient staff.

James Bowdoin Cup
Amy Ahearn ’08
This cup, given by the Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity, is awarded to the student who in the previous college year
has won a varsity letter in active competition and has made the highest scholastic average
among the students receiving varsity letters.

Curtis E. Chase Memorial Award
John Brian Hall ’08
This award is presented to a senior man active in sports and eager to learn.
The recipient should understand that he has been marked as a man of promise with qualities of leadership.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup
Sean Christopher Morris ’10
Furnished by the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta Phi Society, this cup is awarded to the member of
the three lower classes whose vision, humanity, and courage most contribute to making Bowdoin a better college.

General R. H. Dunlap Prize
Tana Mara Scott ’10
The Dunlap Prize is awarded to the student who writes the winning essay on the subject of service.

Henni Friedlander Student Prize
Michel Bamani ’08
This prize was established by Martin and Sheila Friedlander in memory of Henni Friedlander
(mother of Martin, a member of the Class of 1971), who survived Nazi Germany to immigrate to the United States,
where she was an inspiring example of how love and joy of life can lift the human spirit and enable us as a society to promote
the common good. The Henni Friedlander Student Prize is awarded to a Bowdoin undergraduate who has similarly overcome
adversity in his or her own life and gone on to contribute to the common good.
Michael Francis Micciche III Memorial Award
Emily Meeds Coffin ’08, Nicole Marcia Willey ’08
This award is given annually to that individual who embodies the entire Bowdoin experience; who engages the College community, achieves academic excellence, and earns the respect of his or her peers and professors. This individual must plan on broadening his or her education following graduation, either through enrollment at a graduate school or through a structured travel or volunteer program.

James S. Lentz Leadership Award
Oliver Hilton Cunningham ’08, Sara Ann Holby ’08
This prize is awarded to those students who over the course of their Bowdoin careers have exhibited the leadership qualities of sound judgment, dedication, concern for others, and composure in the face of adversity, which James Lentz, Bowdoin Outing Club director emeritus, worked to instill in the leadership of the BOC. The recipients shall have demonstrated outstanding and invaluable service to their fellow students through their leadership roles in the Outing Club.
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
President Mills

Commencement Awards

Goodwin Commencement Prize
Vanessa Lisbeth Vidal Castellanos ’08
Established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin 1832, this prize is awarded for a written or oral presentation at Commencement.

Class of 1868 Prize
Nathan Reuben Chaffetz ’08
Contributed by the Class of 1868, this prize is awarded for a written and spoken oration at Commencement by a member of the senior class.

DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Prize
First Prize: Daniel Farrell Brady ’08
Second Prize: Wellesley Lutricia Wilson ’08
Established in 1906 by DeAlva Stanwood Alexander 1870, these prizes are awarded for “excellence in select declamation.” The first prize winner will speak at the Baccalaureate Ceremony and the second prize winner, if one is selected, serves as an alternate speaker.

General Scholarship Awards

Brooks-Nixon Prize
Abigail Wells Isaacson ’08
This prize is awarded each year to the best Bowdoin candidate for selection as a Rhodes scholar.

Dorothy Haythorn Collins Award
Nicholas Iver Simon ’09
This award, given by Dorothy Haythorn Collins and her family to the Society of Bowdoin Women, is used to honor students who have achieved academic and general excellence in their chosen majors at the end of the junior year. The society selects one or more departments from the sciences, social studies, and humanities. The selected departments choose a student to honor by purchasing books and placing them with a nameplate in the department library. Each student also receives a book and certificate of merit.

Leadership Awards

Andrew Allison Haldane Cup
Elizabeth Sylvia Leiwant ’08
This cup, given by fellow officers in the Pacific in memory of Capt. Andrew Allison Haldane, USMCR, of the Class of 1941, is awarded to a member of the senior class who has outstanding qualities of leadership and character.
Lucien Howe Prize
Amy Ahearn ’08
This prize is awarded by the faculty to a member of the senior class who as an undergraduate, by example and influence, has shown the highest qualities of conduct and character.

President’s Award
Kiel Michael McQueen ’08, Meredith Sunshine Segal ’08
This award, inaugurated in 1997 by President Robert H. Edwards, recognizes a student’s exceptional personal achievements and uncommon contributions to the College. The student’s actions demonstrate particular courage, imagination, and generosity of spirit; and they benefit the atmosphere, program, or general effectiveness of the College.
Beckman Scholarship: Samuel Schwartz Minot ’08

James Stacy Coles Summer Research Fellowships in Chemistry and Biochemistry: Katharina Bilotti ’10, Sarah Thompson Dale ’11, Michael Scott Farthing ’10, Sarah Palmer Luppino ’10, Joshua Leon Magno ’11, Ta-Hsuan Ong ’10, Yasmine Nicole White ’11

James Stacy Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship: Nicholas Scott Selden ’09

Martha Reed Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship: Maud Guernsey Taber-Thomas ’09

Community Matters in Maine Summer Fellowships: Caroline Maria Burns ’09, Seth Robert William Kelley ’10, Nikolai Isamu Kubota-Armin ’10, Sarah Austen Richards ’10, Allison Caitlin Ruane ’09, Jason Stuart Spector ’09

Davis Projects for Peace Grants: Stephen Edward Bartus ’08, Anna Elizabeth Karass ’08, Aisha Anjali Woodward ’08

Henry L. and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation Coastal Studies Research Awards: James Edmund Anderson ’10, Elizabeth Eleanor Barton ’09, Nicholas Eben Crawford ’09, Rachel Anne Dicker ’09, Isaac David Irby ’09, Drew Rotondo Trafton ’10

Faculty Research Grant Fellowships: Elita Marie DeFeo ’09, Samuel James Hankinson ’10, Matthew Palmer Kwan ’10, Rhysly Bauzon Martinez ’09, Leah Anne Wolberg ’10, Michael Joseph Wolovick ’09

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Coastal/Environmental Studies: Mark Hunnewell Newman ’09

Freedman Summer Research Fellowship in Computer Science: Jeremy Rivard Fishman ’09

Gibbons Summer Research Internships: Angela Gabrielle Fabunan ’11, Hillary Dexter Hooke ’09, Christopher Randall Jacob ’09, Benjamin Robert Moore Lovell ’10, Duncan Banbury Masland ’11, Christopher Alan Necchi ’10

Robert S. Goodfriend Summer Internships: Matthew Thomas Carpenter ’10, Sean Martin Weathersby ’10

Peter J. Grua and Mary G. O’Connell Faculty/Student Research Fellowship: Norah Ann Maki ’09

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowships: Rachel Judith Ackerman ’09, Chaiyaboot Ariyachet ’10, Tamlyn Margaret Frederick ’09, Emily Ruth Gabranski ’09, Han Guo ’09, Khristianna Maui Jones ’10, Adam Charles Kaplan ’09, Alex Danielle Keeney ’09, Maria Beth Koenigs ’09, Claire Ann Lewkowicz ’09, Pablo Obregon ’09, Terrence Kevin Pleasant Jr. ’09, Nicholas Enrique Sanchez ’09, Pawat Seritrakul ’11

Hughes Family Summer Research Fellowship in Environmental Studies: Ross Wilder Cowman ’10

Idea Network of Biomedical Research Excellence (INBRE) Pre-Doctoral Fellowships: James Martin Harris ’08, Louis-David Lord ’08

Idea Network of Biomedical Research Excellence (INBRE) Summer Fellowships: Julie Iris Endrizzi ’09, Hayley Frost McHugh ’09, Matthew Allen Shew ’09, Caitlin Kristen Stauder ’10, Claire Rankin Williams ’10, Teerawat Wiwatpanit ’11, James Jae-Hyung Yoo ’09

Kappa Psi Upsilon Environmental Studies Fellowships: Nicholas Evan Cohen ’09, Nathaniel Benjamin Herz ’09, Molly Anne Masterson ’10, Lily Noelle Morse ’09, Jessica Rose Sokolow ’09, Joanna Sibilla Taatjes ’10

Kent Island Summer Fellowships: Nathan Kenneth Elliott ’09, Nathan LaFollette Johnson ’09, Mary Helen Miller ’09, Kathrynn Samantha Nichols ’09, Meredith Katherine Steck ’09, Allison Douglas Weide ’08
Kibbe Science Fellowship: Elise Marie Krob ’10
Edward E. Langbein Sr. Summer Research Awards: Leah Alexandra Stecher ’10, Janice Tong ’08
Latin American Studies Research Fellowships: Michelle Marie Argueta ’09, Julia Rae Seltzer ’09
Littlefield Summer Fellowships: Zoe Alexandra Anaman ’10, Maria Caroline Nicolais ’10
Logan Environmental Studies Fellowship: Kristen Elizabeth Gunther ’09
Maine Campus Compact Heart and Soul Award: Ian Fisher Yaffe ’09
Maine Space Grant Consortium Fellowships: Jaclyn Irene Davis ’10, Susanna Ruth Kimport ’09,
  Morgan Elowe MacLeod ’09, Daniel Christopher No ’09, Erin McDonald Taylor ’09
McKee Photography Grants: Eleanor Talbot West ’10, Thomas Mason Wilcox ’09
Thomas A. McKinley ’06 Grant: Fatoumatta Kunjo ’10
McKinley Winter Break Mini Grants: Bowdoin Men’s and Women’s Ice Hockey Teams, Janhvi Manoj Doshi ’10,
  Andrew Steven Edwards ’09, Jamilah Banu Gurwala ’11, Rosemary Elizabeth Laflam ’11,
  Tenzing Tashi Sherpa Lama ’10, Elizabeth Kyu-eun Lee ’10, Yong Mei ’10, Kelly Daylyn Pitts ’08, Xin Sun ’10,
  Rebecca Caitlin Van Horn ’09
Mellon Global Environmental Studies Student Fellowship: Emily Israel Guerin ’09
Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships: Rory Robert Brinkmann ’10, Jasmine Cherita Graham ’10,
  Fatoumatta Kunjo ’10, Ahmad Hassan Muhammad ’10, Rebecca Rose Schouvieller ’10
Munich Summer Fellowships: Robert John Burkhardt ’11, Johanna Hope Clarke ’11
Nikuradse-Matthews Summer Fellowships: Sara Mary Griffin ’09, Kara Courtney Maloney ’10
Nyhus Travel Grant: David Kelley Thomson ’08
Paller Research Fellowships: Julia Craig Bond ’09, Matthew Raymond Ginther ’09, Nicholas Iver Simon ’09
Preston Public Interest Career Fund Summer Fellowships: Mariel Elizabeth Beaudoin ’11, Emma Lucille Cape ’09,
  Ramaa Sudhir Chitale ’09, Kyle Edward Dempsey ’11, Benjamin Robert Denton-Schneider ’11,
  Skye Oliver Lawrence ’10, Kathleen Chong Lewis ’10, Peter James McLaughlin ’10, Sophia Ransom Seifert ’09,
  Yonatan Tzvi Shemesh ’09, Qin Qing Tan ’11, Rebecca Caitlin Van Horn ’09
Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowships: Alexandra Wilson Bassett ’09, Annie Huntington Hancock ’10,
  Alexa Rose Kaubris ’09, Wallace Scot McFarlane ’09, Jessica Laura McGreehan ’08
A. Raymond Rutan IV Scholarship Award for Summer Study in Theater: Mo Zhou ’09
Surdna Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowships: Julia Craig Bond ’09, Christopher Scott Carlin ’09,
  Robert Joseph Halliday ’09, Daniel Adam Hetherman ’09, William Jay Oppenheim III ’09,
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RAISE SONGS TO BOWDOIN

Words by K.C.M. Sills, Class of 1901
New Lyrics by Anthony Antolini ’63
Arr. by Thornton W. Allen

Raise songs to Bowdoin, praise her fame,
And sound abroad her glorious name;
To Bowdoin, Bowdoin lift your song,
And may the music echo long
O’er whispering pines and campus fair
With sturdy might filling the air.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.

While now amid thy halls we stay
And breathe thy spirit day by day,
Oh may we thus full worthy be
To march in that proud company
Of poets, leaders and each one
Who brings thee fame by deeds well done.
Bowdoin, from birth, our nurturer and friend
To thee we pledge our love again, again.